BOROUGH OF STANHOPE
HOUSING DEPARTMENT
YEARLY APPLICATION FOR RENTAL UNITS
OR CHANGE IN TENANT
77 Main Street
Stanhope, NJ 07874
(973) 347 – 0159 EXT 20

Block: _____ Lot: _____ NUMBER OF UNITS: _____

Property Location ____________________________________________

Owner's Name: _____________________________________________

Owner’s Mailing Address ______________________________________

Owner's Telephone Number ____________________________________

NAME, PHONE NUMBER, APARTMENT NUMBER AND NUMBER OF TENANTS OCCUPYING EACH APARTMENT;

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

PERSON IN CHARGE OR SUPERINTENDENT - NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

$35.00 EACH RENTAL UNIT – CHECKS MADE PAYABLE TO BOROUGH OF STANHOPE.

Office use:

Paid date: Check / Cash: Amount:

Received by: Comments:
CERTIFICATE OF HABITABILITY  RENTAL OR RESALE

1. SMOKE DETECTOR ON EACH FLOOR, INCLUDING BASEMENT
2. AT LEAST ONE CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR OUTSIDE A BEDROOM
3. ABC TYPE FIRE EXTINGUISHER NO LARGER THAN 10LBS WITHIN 10FT OF KITCHEN AREA.

* IF A CONDO MUST SUBMIT COPY OF LISTING.
WHERE TO LOCATE SMOKE DETECTORS:
Detectors are to be located on every level of a residence, (basement, first floor, second floor) excluding crawl spaces and unfinished attics, and in every separate sleeping area, between sleeping areas and living areas such as the kitchen, garage, basement or utility room. In homes with only one sleeping area on one floor, a detector is to be placed in the hallway outside the bedroom as shown in Figure 1. In single floor homes with two separate sleeping areas, two detectors are required outside each sleeping area as shown in Figure 2. In multi-level homes, detectors are to be located outside sleeping areas and at every finished level of the home as shown in Figure 3. Basement level detectors are to be located in close proximity to the bottom of basement stairwells as shown in Figure 4.

WHERE NOT TO LOCATE SMOKE DETECTORS:
To avoid false alarms and/or improper operation, avoid installation of smoke detectors in the following areas:
- Kitchens - smoke from cooking may cause a nuisance alarm
- Bathrooms - excessive steam from a shower may cause a nuisance alarm
- Near forced air ducts used for heating or air conditioning - air movement may prevent smoke from reaching detector
- Near furnaces of any type - air and dust movement and normal combustion products may cause a nuisance alarm
- The 4 inch "Dead Air" space where the ceiling meets the wall as shown in Figure 5
- The peak of an "A" frame type ceiling - "Dead Air" at the top may prevent smoke from reaching the detector

CARBON MONOXIDE ALARMS are to be located in every separate sleeping area per NFPA 720 and manufacturer's recommendations.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON DETECTOR PLACEMENT:
For further information about smoke detector placement, consult National Fire Protection Association's Standard No. 74-1984, titled "Household Fire Warning Equipment." For carbon monoxide alarms, their publication is Recommended Practice No. 720. These publications may be obtained by writing to the Publication Sales Department, National Fire Protection Association, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02269.

---
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PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS SHALL BE:
1. 2 1/2 to 10 lbs., type ABC
2. Listed, labeled, charged and operable
3. Mounted on hangers or brackets supplied by the manufacturer
4. Within 10 feet of the kitchen area unless otherwise permitted by the Fire Prevention Bureau
5. Located with the top no more than 5 feet above the floor and bottom at least 4 inches above the floor
6. Visible and in a readily-accessible spot, free from obstruction
7. Near a room exit or travel way that provides an escape route to the exterior
8. Accompanied by an owner's manual or written information regarding the operation, inspection and maintenance of the extinguisher
9. Installed so the operating instructions are clearly visible

NOTE: Measurements shown are to the closest edge of the detector